Our Objective
To be able to understand what Qur‘an is saying in
Arabic.

How to use these notes.
 Memorize word for word meanings of each
word.
 Try to understand what the verse is saying.
 Read notes.
 Recite the verses in Arabic on the last slide.
Inshaa Allah you will see the difference.
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In this verse the book does not mean Taurat. This is because Prophet
Musa was given the book after he had left Egypt. The book here means
the commands that were revealed to Prophet Musa and Prophet Harun
when they were to go to Firawn‘s court.
Messengers are not only given a book, they are also sent other
instructions and commands full of wisdom.

Revelations are of two types. Wahee Mutlu and Wahee Ghayr Mutlu. In
this verse, ―the book‖ is Wahee Ghayr Mutlu.

Verses 35

Allah threatens the idolators who denied and opposed His Messenger
Muhammad and He warns them of the punishment and painful torment
He sent upon the previous nations who rejected their Messengers.
Allah begins by mentioning Musa, upon him be peace, whom He sent
along with his brother Harun as a helper -- i.e., as another Prophet who
helped and supported him -- but Fir`awn and his chiefs denied them both.
 ―Dammarna‖. (daal, mim, ra). ―Damara‖ It means to enter someone‘s house with a
bad intention. The word ―dammara‖ with the same root means to kill without
warning. ―dammarnahum‖ here means that Allah (swt) destroyed the nation of
Firawn without any warning.
 The word ―Tadmeera‖ here is muful mutluq. It is used here for emphasis.
Verses 36

And when the people of Nuh denied him, Allah destroyed them just as
He had destroyed the Nation of Firawn.
Why is the verse saying ―nation of Nuh denied all Messengers‖?
This is because whoever denies one Messenger denies all
Messengers there is no difference between one Messenger and
another. If it had so happened that Allah had sent all His Messengers
to them, they would have denied them all..
The flood that destroyed the Nation of Nuh was such a big event in
history that it is narrated in almost the literature of all Nations.

Verses 37

―Quruna‖ is the plural of Qurn, which means the same generation, people of
the same time.
Many generations were destroyed. It is not known how many generations
were destroyed in this manner. Wallahu A‘lam.
Surah Ibrahim, verse 9, also mentions the destruction of Nations.
Ashaab ur Ras are mentioned only two times in Qur‘an.
Ras means a large well. According to one scholar these are people of
Ukhdud (A Nation Mentioned in Surah Buruj).
V39. meaning, `We showed them the proof and gave them clear evidence,‗
Allah (swt) did not destroy them without any reason. As
Qatadah said, "They had no excuse.'‗
Verses 38-39

 Examples are central to how we learn and think.
Many kinds of teachers give examples:
Math teacher: a division problem, Chemistry teacher: an experiment.
Examples can make difficult things easier to understand and can make
make the abstract more concrete.
Mostly examples are used to explain ―ma‘qul‖ through ―mahsoos‖
Some of the teachings of the Prophets are abstract. Such as the concept
of God, Paradise and Hell, the hereafter, angels. Allah explains everything
through examples.
Another explanation of verse 39 maybe that Allah has given examples for
everything . And Allah has made those perished nations an example for us.
Tabburna. (ta ba ra). It means to break, to completely destroy something.
Again we see tatbeera is maful mutluq, shows emphasis.
Verses 38-39

refers to the town of the people of Lut, which was called Sodom, and the
way in which Allah dealt with it, when He destroyed it by turning it upside
down and by sending upon it the rain of stones of baked clay. There were
about 5 towns of which Sodom was the main town.
Allah says:
Did they not then see it!
meaning, so that they (the Meccans) might learn a lesson from what
happened to its inhabitants of punishment for denying the Messenger and
going against the commands of Allah.
The Meccans used to travel pass the areas of Shaam where these towns
are. They knew how and why Sodom was destroyed.
Verse 40

 What was the main problem with Nation of Lut?
They did not believe in the hereafter. They had no fear of the Day of
Judgment.
The word ―yurjuna‖ is from raja (ra jim hamza). It means hope. The word
hope is used positively but in Arabic the word ―rajaa‖ is used both for
hope and fear. In verse 40, yurjuna means that the Nation of Lut had no
fear of resurrection.

What is ―nushur‖? It means to wake up after a nap or sleep.
Its from the word ―nashr‖ means to spread. We see that in the day time
everything spreads out. So the meaning of nushur is to be able to wake
up and spread—meaning start one‘s work.
Verse 40

Allah tells us how the disbelievers in Mecca mocked the Messenger when
they saw him. This is like the Ayah,
And when the disbelievers see you, they take you not except for mockery,
(Al Anbiya:36) which means that they tried to find faults and shortcomings in
him.
The Prophet (pbuh) had come with a serious teachings and people like Abu
Jahl used to follow him around and make fun of him.

Even today if a person tries to invite people to Islam, people call him crazy
and make fun of him. People who do not want to take things seriously make
fun and belittle the person who tries to help them.
Ba‘asaa means to send someone with a mission.

Verse 41

They meant: `he nearly turned us away from worshipping idols, and he would
have done so, had we not been patient and persevered in our ways.
The meaning of sabr is to be patient and persevere. If someone tries to make
things hard for you and you continue to work, this is also sabr. This is actually
perseverance. Note how the disbelievers are doing sabr here, the disbelievers
are calling themselves patient in verse 42, they are sticking firmly to their idol
worship here. The word Sabr is used in similar context in Surah Saad verse 6.
When the disbelievers will see the torment they will know who was the one who
was misguided. Was it the Prophets or they themselves who were misguided.

Verse 42

The Meaning of Sabr
The Arabic word sabr implies many shades of meaning, which is impossible to
comprehend in one English word. It implies
(1) patience in the sense of being thorough, not hasty;
(2) patient perseverance, constancy, steadfastness, firmness of purpose;
(3) systematic as opposed to spasmodic or chance action;
(4) a cheerful attitude of resignation and understanding in sorrow, defeat, or
suffering, as opposed to murmuring or rebellion. Sabr assumes different
dimensions depending upon which aspect of life is the point of reference.

Sabr is control against all that we dislike (tests and tribulations that befall us)
and all that we like (temptations, desires).
Sabr is only exercised by humans (not animals or Angels); animals follow all
their carnal desires. Angels have no desire. As humans we are not born with
sabr. This can be seen by newborn babies and toddlers where you cannot
reason with them and what they want, they must get immediately. Therefore
sabr is a virtue, a characteristic which we develop and acquire through time
and age, and it is also something that we WORK to achieve.

However, the greater the goal or outcome we want to reach the greater
the sabr needed or the harder the sabr required. The GREATEST
SABR is needed to reach our biggest /ultimate goal which is entrance
to Al-Jannah. Which is why the greatest hardships surround it.
4 levels or types of sabr can be enumerated:
1) Patience in the face of a calamity, at the moment of grief
In a letter of condolence dictated for Mu‘aadz Ibn Jabal on the death of
his son, the Prophet sal-Allaahu alaihi wa sallam said, “May Allaah
increase your reward and bestow you patience, and enable us and
you to be thankful to Him. Our lives, our wealth and our families
are blissful gifts that are trusts temporarily entrusted. Allaah gave
you the opportunity to enjoy (your son gifted to you in trust) with
happiness and pleasure, and then he took it from you in return for
a big reward. May He bestow upon you blessings, mercy and
guidance, if you restrain yourself in expectation for His reward.
So, be patient and do not let wailing destroy your reward, to be
sorry afterwards. Remember wailing neither brings back the dead,
nor removes the grief. What had to happen has happened.” (AtTabaraani)

The greatest examples of sabr are the prophets. For
instance, Prophet Eyyub (as) is known as the prophet of
sabr (Manifests the name As-Sabur). When inflicted with
severe tests and illnesses, Eyyub (as) prays “Ya Allah! I
am inflicted and you are the Most merciful.” He doesn’t
ask to be relieved; he just acknowledges Allah’s mercy.
Allah refers to Him by stating “We find Him in great
sabr.” He doesn‘t complain.
Also, the prophet Yaqub (as) loses his beloved son Yusuf
(as) he states “A beautiful sabr I will try to exert and
Allah I will depend upon” And he repeats the same dua
when he loses his son Bunyamin.
Sabr is an issue of attitude. The outcome doesn‘t change.
Whatever Allah has decreed for us will be. Whether we
accept it or reject it, the situation won‘t change. However
the end result is in our hand in that we can either be
rewarded or punished.

2) Sabr in the face of desires / haram
In today‘s environment we are all surrounded, even
followed by haram. Open the computer and all sorts
pop-up. But do we choose to follow our desires or do
we choose to turn away? Do we remember that we
will be accountable for our actions?
Prophet Yusuf‘s (as) example is quite distinctive here.
When he was invited by the King‘s wife to commit
adultery, he resisted and said NO. This sort of sabr
incorporates elements of God consciousness as is
stressed in the Quran: ―For God is with the Godconscious and the pious‖ (2:194).

3) Sabr in fulfilling the commands of Allah. Patience
in our continual worship of Him.
We do everything for the sake of Allah. If it wasn‘t for
Allah there is nothing waking us up for fajr prayer, or
calling us to fast for 30 days. We surrender to his will
without question.
As indicated in the story of Ibrahim (as) when he sees a
dream of himself slaughtering his son Ismail (as). He tells
his son ―I dreamt I was killing you.‖ He doesn‘t say ―I was
commanded‖ for fear of scaring him. Ismail (as) replies,
―Do what you are commanded to do.‖ He knows that a
dream seen by his father, a prophet, is a command from
Allah. The third type/level of sabr is to fulfil the commands
of Allah and to be steadfast.

4) Sabr in the facing the hardship of delivering the
message (Doing Da’wah)
In the third type of sabr, we are exert patience for our own
benefit. In this fourth one, we exert patience for the benefit
of other people. Conveying the message of Allah is hard
and will never be easy. But it also holds the greatest
rewards of all. Enabling somebody to attain the faith holds
the greatest reward beyond comparison. “One person
believing in Allah is better than everything the sun
dawns and sets upon” – meaning everything / all of
creation.

http://www.fridaysermons.org.uk/the-virtues-of-sabr-in-islam/

Ra ayta. Root is ra hamza ya. Ru‗ya means to see with one‘s eyes and it also
means to have insight, to ponder.
Have you seen him who has taken as his god his own vain desire! meaning,
whatever he admires and sees as good in his own desires becomes his religion
and his way.
Who is a ma‘bud? It is someone or something to whom one gives most importance
to in one‘s life. This word is from ―abd‖ which means a slave. Some people become
a slave to their own desires and some become slave to other people, statues etc.
To make someone your illah means to give high priority to that desire, person,
thing.
This verse tells about a person who lives his life following his own desires. Such
person can be compared to animals. Animals do what they want. They eat when
they feel hungry, they do not have a fixed time to sleep, they move
here and there, do not have any control over their sexual desires.
Verse 43

Everyone knows that a person who follows his desires does not
listen to anyone. No one can help such a person.
 We learn from this verse that it is impossible to help a person
who follows his desires.

There are three ways Allah speaks to the Prophet (pbuh) in Qur‘an
1. Verses that were revealed only for the Prophet (pbuh) such as
the verses in ―alum nashrah laka sadruk….‖.
2. Then there are verses in Qur‘an in which it seems as if Allah is
speaking to the Prophet (pbuh) but the command or message is
actually for the people.
3. And then there are verses that are for the Prophet (pbuh) and
everyone else.
Verse 43

This verse is for the Prophet (pbuh) and for all mankind. It
makes it clear how one who follows his desires cannot be
helped.
Al Furqan is a Meccan Surah. Meccan Surahs speak to the
people of Mecca. These Surahs reject Shirk. Shirk is to
associate partners with Allah.
People worship statues, Sun, Moon, desires etc. To follow
one‘s desires is a form of shirk too .
To give so much importance to something that one forgets
everything other than that thing is the worst kind of ―Illah‖.
Verse 43

―Allahhumma inni a‘udhobika min shari nafsi.‖
The Messenger of Allah said: "The nations are about to call
each other and set upon you, just as diners set upon food." It
was said: "Will it be because of our small number that day?"
He said: "Rather, on that day you will be many, but you will
be like foam, like the foam on the river. And Allah will remove
the fear of you from the hearts of your enemies and will
throw wahn (weakness) into your hearts." Someone said: "O
Messenger of Allah! What is wahn?"
He said: "Love of the world and the hatred for death."
Verse 43

The verse says ―Have you seen such a person…‖
Normally when we read this verse we begin to think of people
who are following their desires. We need to focus on ourselves
and try to improve in the areas in which we have no control
over our desires.
One must have a goal for this life and for the hereafter. We do
meet people who have set goals for this world but
unfortunately there are very few who have set goals for the
hereafter.
Verse 43

How to set your goals
Remember that our number one goal is to please Allah Subhanahu wa Ta‘ala;
then to acheive Jannah.
Make goals for your deen, for the dunya, and then our goal for the akhirah is
obviously Jannah.
For your goals in the dunya, make sure that they are permissible and do not
cloud your goals for your deen and akhirah. When setting dunya goals,
consider will you be able to fulfill haqooq Allah (Allah‘s rights) and haqooq
Bandah (Rights of the people around you.)
Also when setting a goal make a good intention as when a Momin makes a
goal for dunya even then he keeps in mind his main goal and that is to earn
great rewards for Akhira. Once you have a goal there is no harm in giving it as
much time as you can afford.
A Momin never sets a ―laghw‖ (useless) targets.
Allah (Subhanahu wa Ta‘ala) created us in different ways and He made
different things easy to us. So instead of resisting or trying to be someone we‘re
not, we should work with the talents and gifts bestowed upon us. This is not
discouraging us from developing ourselves and stepping outside of our comfort
zone, but rather an encouragement to pursue our unique talents.
Verse 43

If a person is not able to distinguish between right and wrong, haqq
and batil, he lives on the level of animals.
What is Furqan? It is to know one’s limits. To be able to distinguish
between right and wrong.
No one can help anyone unless that person chooses to seek help. Our
duty is to learn difference between right and wrong and explain to our
children and make du’a for them. Hearts are in control of Allah. We
cannot guide anyone. Our job is only to convey and make dua.
An Nahl, verse 37,
(٣٧
) ين
ِ َّن ٰـ
َ ص ِر

ۡ إِن َت ۡح ِر
ل َو َما لَهُم مِّن
ۖ ُّ ُض
ِ ٱَّلل ََل َي ۡہ ِدى َمن ي
َ َّ َّص َعلَ ٰى ُهد َٰٮهُمۡ َفإِن

If you (O Muhammad SAW) covet for their guidance, then
verily Allâh guides not those whom He makes to go astray (or
none can guide him whom Allâh sends astray). And they will
have no helpers.
Verse 43

People who are blinded by their arrogance, ego and passion
do not listen or use their brains.
Allah says they are like cows, sheep, camels etc and even
verse.
―Adullu sabeela‖. A person who lives on desires behaves worse
than animals. We see how a shepherd controls his herd. The
animals obey him. Same is the case with a pet cat at home.
When its master calls it, it comes. But a person who follows his
desires has no regard for his master. He is most ungrateful and
most astray.
Verse 44

Al Araf, verse 179
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َ
ُۡم
ُون ِب َہا
ۖ ِ ِڪ ِثيرا م َِّن ٱل ِجنِّ َوٱۡل
َ نس له قلوب َل َيفقه
َ َو َل َق ۡد َذ َرأنا لِ َج َهن َم
ُون ِب َہ ۚآ أ ُ ْو َل ٰـٓ ِٮ َك
ُون
ِ َو َلهُمۡ أَ ۡعي ًُ۬ن ََّل ي ُۡب
َ  ِب َہا َو َلهُمۡ َء َاذ ً۬ان ََّل َي ۡس َمع
َ صر
ون
ۚ ُّ ض
َ ُل أ ُ ْو َل ٰـٓ ِٮ َك ُه ُم ۡٱل َغ ٰـ ِفل
َ ََك ۡٲۡلَ ۡن َع ٰـ ِم َب ۡل هُمۡ أ

And surely, We have created many of the jinn and mankind for
Hell. They have hearts wherewith they understand not, and
they have eyes wherewith they see not, and they have ears
wherewith they hear not (the truth). They are like cattle, nay
even more astray; those! They are the heedless ones. (179)

Verse 44

Heedlessness makes a person worst than an animal.
Basically intense desire for anything makes a person blind.
And then he even forgets his Muhsin.
What is it that makes the children forget all their parents had
done for them?
The reason is worldly desires.
When we follow desires only and not the pleasure of Allah –
our Muhsin, we live heedless lives. This is a sign that we have
no furqan. There is no sense of right or wrong, halal or haram.
Verse 44

َر َّب َنا َت َق َّب ْل ِم َّنا إِ َّن َك أَ ْن َ
العلِي ُم
ت ال َّس ِمي ُع َ
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